Deliver your recruiting message alongside groundbreaking news or the latest research in one of Science’s popular e-mail alerts. When you sponsor an alert, you are reaching scientists who could be your next hire.

**News from Science** (Weekly Headlines):
- Weekly breakdown of important news.
- 237,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 29%

**Daily News and Headlines**: Daily highlights of important news and topics in the community.
- 235,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 34%

**Science Table of Contents**: List of features in the upcoming issue.
- 312,000 registrants
- Average unique open rate: 42%

**Science First Release**: Links to electronic versions of selected Science papers prior to print.
- 143,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 29%

**Science Signaling Table of Contents**: List of features in the upcoming issue.
- 84,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 27%

**Science Translational Medicine TOC**: List of features in the upcoming issue.
- 88,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 32%

**This Week in Science**: Highlights the most compelling research articles in the current issue.
- 186,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 28%

**Science Weekly News**: Brief summaries of the journal’s news content.
- 94,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 27%

**Editors’ Choice**: Selection of articles, handpicked by Science’s editorial team.
- 174,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 32%

**Science Advances TOC**: Innovative research in Science’s open access journal - Advances.
- 137,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 30%

**Science Immunology TOC**: Research articles that report critical advances in immunology.
- 30,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 33%

**Science Robotics TOC**: Technological advances and ethical, social and policy issues around robotics.
- 27,000 subscribers
- Average unique open rate: 26%

Learn more OR email us: advertise@sciencecareers.org
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